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The object of thi·s pap·er· is .. to. e.s·t.abl.ish that. the power 
.. ----·--·----· --------~----------~----·----·--- -·--·- - ----···- ---- --· 
.. __ 
--· ...... -------------
-- - - -· ···- ----··· ---------- ----- . ., . ._ ... 
series of certain funct.ions ·on· Hil.bert sp.ace with Gaussian 
measure are pointwi.se conver:gent. · The functions for which 
,,, 
such a result is establish~d a~e weakly analytic, norm bound-




. -- --------.~_. _______ --•,---
·· ·main result states that the powe~ series of such functions 
. . . 
_converges uniformly on the im~g~ of a sphere under a certain ;, ---- -- -.-- ~ "e ~ • • - ·•·-• 
mapping in the definition of the measure. This region looki 
.~-----li-k-e-an ellipse wit-h- the axes tendi~g-to zero in--b-i-gner·a~i------__ -__ ~ __ ---~-----




































The plan of the paper is as follows. Ch~pter One intro-
duces cylinder set measures, and Chapter Two defines Gaussian 
measure as a special case. Most of the material of these 
chapters follows ·a·et1e·r·a·1·1·z·e·d· ·F·ut1ct·io·ns, Volume 4, by Gel' fand ··' 
-.a\·"-Ju:·, and Vilenkin very closely. In Chapter Three, an important 
~~~--special kind of .~aussian measure is developed. In Chapter 
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- :,...~. an example pointing to the result. Finally, in Chapter Six, 
-
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' 
I I I t . . • CYLINDER -s·ET ·ME·A·s·uRES 
' .- . 
--..-·- •-- --The basic concep·t _of Gauss·i·an: measure as a cyl!}:1cier _,s.et __ -------··-·-· .. --·-- -----~-.... =-.......... -·------------· - ~--~~---.. ·-··---·----~---·-----
--- ·-----~--·-........._.,. _____ . __ 
------··-· _______ measure is pre.sented in th·1·s ·and .t.he·, following chapters, where-·- · ------~- -
' 
. . 
~--=- •-' - • a•• ~ • 
. . ' ' . . 
the treatment is taken fr.ee·1·y froni ~G·e:ne·r·a1·1·z·e·d· Fu·n·c·t·1o·ns, 
Volume 4, by ·r. M. Gel'fand and N. Ya. Vilenkin1 . This chap-
ter is devoted to the formulation. of __ cylinder set measures, 
also called weak distributions, q_n linear t.-opological · spaces. 
As we proceed, we will place restrictions ~n this space, all 
:of wnich are valid in any Hilbert space. 
We shall assume throughout that the space is th_e dual _____ _ 
space of another linea~ topological space; that·is, it is 
isomorphic to the space of linear functional~ on a linear 
topological space. · Symbolicall·y, 
H = ·<I> ' • 
Notice that H may actually e:q·:U;al <P; f,or· example if ·q,. 1:s a. 
Hilbert space. 
<8-
Our first task is t·o def:ine ·certain subset.s, called 
CI) 





·--. ·--- - l 
I 
-
-- I , 
··---·-·········--·----·--··-·- ----.. ·-----·--·-------_to.. d e f _ine--C¥--l-i-rid.e.r. .. --.s et.s ... -•. -~,--------·--· .. --------.. ----· ····------.. ··--· .. ---·-·· .. ··-···-·----·-------·---·--·-···-·--·-·· .. ···- .. ··---.. -·-·········-- -····------------·~-.. ·-······-·-· .. ·~···--·--------··=--, .. ---.,···-······-···- · 
-·-- . --
-·-. -· ·----
----- - - - ---- ---- - - - ---- -
. ------------- ---- ---- -
-·--·-- ---- -
- -- --- - - -- --- - - -- - - --- - - -
--- -----------------·--· -
- --- --- . ·-·--·- -·· -·----- ----- - ..... 
- - ---- --- ---- - -
-- -- ----- --- --~- -- --------' - ... - - - -
. . - - - --
--~ -- --- ------ --- - ---
------- ---------- ·- -
.. 
1 ~ Academic Press, New York, 1964. 
-2.-· 
: . • ·- :~_ .. ,i 
. ,· .. :-, .~.i ~'~ /, 1" ',, I 
{ ..... . I 3 .. . . '''I 
. ' 
• ·- _______ .___:_..,~---- . ·. ··-·---··--~-r--·····-·---~-·--·f-- -······· ------- ,.-~ ...... --.--~---··-·-.,.------··-------.~- -· __________ ,._,.....-. ........ ·- ----·-·· . ---~-·-__:·-------.---···---···· -· - ' ........ --~~ ·_ .-.. ·, . '. . ' ,·, -- ·--- ·-
..... ' 
' 
· A. Let <1> 1 ,.-•• ,cf>nE~, and .. for any FEt' ·Consider t·he 
"coordinates" [ F1 (4>.1 ), ... , F(cp 11 ) J .of F. .If A is· a .s.et. in 
··-. ~-- ~- -~····--·-···""·"'.·-----~----~--..,..,..,,,, __ ,. .. _ ,_,._,y~ -~"'""'·----- ·-··----···""' .• -..- ...... ~.--·•·-.,·•·"'·-·><-~~ --~·d···.·-
~ii l n-space, then the :set 
- ------- ---·-- . 
----------- . - ··-----· --- - --
• ', . 
is called the cylinder set ~efined by { • 1 , ... ,•n} and A. 
set 
.• 
This set is c,illed the annihilator sp.ace of '1'.. Clearly:, 
'i' 0 e: q,' , and Fe: '1' 0 if and only if F vanishes on, 'i'. Now. consider 
the quotien:t .s:pa·ce q, '/'1' 0 ~ The: elements of this space are sub-
sets 1:o·r ~·.. More precisely, '¥<t,e:~·, /'1'·0 , and F1 and F2. ar·e in the 
s·atne ni~rnl5·er, or coset, of 4>/:q; if and only if 
Equi-tra:tently, if an·d o:nly, if:, 
F - F e: '¥ 0 ' 
. -··-· __ ,c~··-l- ~~-.~2- --• ... 
. 











' --.,._...,_,,,_,..._,,""_. _ _..,..,_..,., ______ ~__._..--_•-•""--"" _ _...,... -~-............ ••-. ,...__. • , __ .._ .. ,,.._ ..... ,..,.,_·.,......,,._, -... ._....,..._ ... ,. ... ~-, ---.,_,,- .-- -~,._.-..... ,...,._,,_.,.,__._ • ,_,_,,.,,,,.. ... _._ .. --···· ··, · .. -·-·-- -· ... ~•••-. '-~ .. -=~-~~ ... ..__ .. .,...,.,,.,....,_,....., ... -.... __.~, ... ,.., .. ,...,......,.,...,.. .. , ......... '"'il!.._,_,,_u_.,,.._,: .. -71 .... .,•-.~•• ............... "'!'.~'~ .. -•_.,. .. ,.-~.•~•:•~-·:-·-•--"-'~,-••--..-:-•---•""."-.:..-· .. -..,--:,_._,...,:..-~~~..__..,.,,,,.._,..._ ...... -,,-, .. ,.--.w-.,-<~•••:n'4' 
------,---~--~--· - --·- --·--· --- --
-
. · ('" 
z = { $e:4>': 
------~------· -- - - - - --·- -- -------~------t~ 
- --- ·--- \ 
-- - ----- --- --- --- ------------~-------------- --- -- - --=----==---~-- ------------- ·-·-.;-
-------·-·-- ----.-- .... ---- - ---- -·-
----------- -- ~- ·-- 1: 
-! 
'l 
C ________________ ....,,...._·--·-····--·-··-·- ·-·- -· - -
-- - -------- --- - -- - - -- --
., The differences bet.ween thes~ two __ .defini tions are_ .. _(a) . ~ 
















. . ' 
·------~------.. ---.-- ·----. - ..,-- ·---··---·-··-------· ---·--·--·-·---· ·-· ···-·-·· - . . - --·---- ----·--. ·-·-·--·-·---------------·-·.. - --- - ------- . . ----·-----· ··. -. - . - ·-·--- -c·-- --- --· ··"· ··- ... -.... 
,,,. 
{+1 ., ... ,+n·} ·and (b) the use of a subset A' of t'/'1' 0 in the 
- second· in place of A. The:1·r eq·uivalence is, .evi.de.nt if t.he 
- -----~~~--------------=-----~- --~-econd defin1_~1o_rc1s- read with 'l' = span {- +1, ... ,<l>n } and -------~~.~--- _· 1 
admi tti!).g to A' co.sets whose·· membe·rs ha.ve coordinates in A. 
--. _________ A_lth·o~gh the first def·ini ti·on is simpler, ~e shall adopt the 
second because of its coordinate-free character. We shall 
----··--"' 
refer to, as the generati~g subspace and to A as the base of 
the cylinde·r set Z. When we must be precise, we will use the 
notation 
Z ·= { W~·:;- A :.(,. ~:' /'¥··· J: -. . • 
. -.. -~ 
- ; ---- ';·--------.. 
. Be-fore we ·de'f·ine weak distributions, there .are several 
:''f~;:e,ts ab.out the_ ideas just introduced which will be important 
c-1·:a.t:e·r·, and are of interest in themselves. Th..e· ·first is a 
result about the quotient spaces ~'/'¥ 0 ~ 
·Th·eo:rem: Assume that <I> is loca·11y .convex. The··n: 
---------~---,-...,.----,-----c-------
. <I> I /'l'O = 'I' I ' 
~-Wllere the equal_ _ __s_ign_is to be interpreted as an isomorphism 
T, and 'I'' is the -- dual spac-e of 'I'. 
l• 
~~ ~------,. Proof: Let F1 and F2 e:tp'. F1 and F 2 are in the ~~In~ ___ Q_~~~!__of _ 
-··---••"-<•Po,·, ...................... ---------- • .... ·--:---·-
0 
_,,, ........ _ -~·--·--~H« ___ ,,,, .. ___ , ___ ·-- '·----•• ___ ,.._ ... _ .. ,....... , ___________ ,._..._ _______ ........ _____ ,, __ .. ' -· ~ --....... <# ...... __ • .._, 
0 




. ' - • . I 
-- t ' /'l' 0 1r' and on 1y-1r-rri I 'l' = F 2 I 'l'. For ""Fe: rt ~~-clJI'l'.'~-~'. 
··---·· - - -a==c=-= -=...:- ~-~--;.._._ ____________________ _ 
-
.:__· -__ · -_ ----· -~~~~,-~ · spondi~g member of 'P' be F--f.JY- fo~-a-ny--F-s-R.- - Tn-is-pI!O-C-edu-~-e-de----~____, 
----······ .. ···r· 
-
-r-tne-s--TF ·uniquely. 
u- To show that Tis surjective, observe that, since ti~ 
locally convex, any Fin,, ca~ be extended to some F' in 
l\,t;., • -I , 
-4-
i r 






. -----, ·--· - -·--··· ----·-·--·- -·---·-·-------------·--·····-··-···-· - .. - ·--·---------------------·-··-------·--· --- - . -·· 
. 
' . . 
+ • ••••••--·---•~------·• ' ' j' ' •--·----------L·•••••• '", ·-----··-•••-•' •--·--·•·-- ----·-•-•, ~--- - ' '. ·, ' 
t'. (This is,a corollary 9f th~ Hahn-Banach theorem). - Since 
" • I , " . . 
t_hese F'_-~r-_e __ J_9,_~-1nt.i.cc).l_ .o._ri '¥1, t.h:e·y· -all .be.lo~g .to .. t.he same 
- ------------·--
Becau.se of the· ·co.nveriierice ·offer.ed by this theorem, we 
now make another restriction on the lin~ar topol9gical space 
H. We assume from now on that the underlying ·space~ is 
locally convex. In particular, we may always identify t'/f 0 
with 'I'' • 
-- ----
Next, we turn o·.ur .at'tention to the cylinder sets them-




To d.o. ·tli."is we express bot·h z_1 apq.. z2 in.. t·erms o.f the generating 
subs_ pa_ ce '¥ 0 = '¥ 01 '¥ 0 which is the a.nni.hilator of the linear -2' 
subspace '¥ o.r cp generated b·y '¥ 1 a.·nd 'I' 2 . -N.o.w· since '!1° ~ '¥1 , for 
each coset in cp '/'¥ 0 there i's .a cos·e·t in ~ ·, /·'¥ 0 containing it, l 
" ~ ___ and similarly 
mappings.from. cosets. irt t'/'1' 0 to the cosets in t'/'¥1, contain-
ing them, i 1, 2~ It 
,.1 ... 
. ' J 
.. 
-- ------------
~ ______ _._._ _____ - - ~-be-n lAi-a na;V-@-------------------~------
-- -------- -\I H ~ 
- - ---- -- -- -- -- - --- --- --- --- ~---- -- -------------- -------------------- ---------
.. 
z. l = ('!' 0 ·B )· Z =· 
' 1 -' ··.2· • 
,-5--· ~' .... 
~-~---···--;·· '' · .--·-•····-·--.......... ~-·-_,,. -· ...... , ~A-,,t,···.,_~m ... o1i,t.t:.. 
·+.-. • .. .,_ . 
... 
---·----- . .· -. ' ----:--- ' . . ' . --·---~·-.- ----'----·' . ...-1--.;-· 
. . .. 
' ,· -.~ ·------'-.-:: .. -. ~---4---.-.---:-·--:-·-~ 
--,---~~,·-~ --.---- . 
. . 
' . 
· Clearly z1 ~ ,z2 :i( p.nd only .if Bl .= B2 , Oii -
. . 
' ' . 
• -~ Til(Al) _:: T2~(A.2) 
---· ----.---- ..... -- --· . -- __ ,, _____ . "' ·-~-----· -- . . --· ~- -· -
. -----------;,·--~- ·-.-- '.•· ~-- :--- ·;_.: 
Theorem: Le:t-
- - - -----. . .. .. 
. ---- . --
and let T1 ,, 1 1, 2 he the natural mappings from 4>' /'Y]. to 
4> '/'I']. as dei'ined above.. Then z1 = z2 if and <Dnly if 
--- _,,. - -.-
. ~ 
Corollary: If in the theorein 'I' 1 ~ 'I' 2 , then z1 = zi if .a.:nd 
only if 
where T: 'P '/'1'1 + -:~: t_/:'1'2: .is t.be· rna.pp.ing whic'h carrie_s-. a .co.-se.t: 
of t '/'I'} into the c~i:iet in cJ.> '/'1'2 which contains it. 




. ' ;~· 
Proof: .. In the theqren1 'J:'1 i.s 'the identity mapping and T2 = T .. 
Finally, we justify the use of cylinder sets to define a 
--·---- ---- -- -·-- . 
.. 
-·•-- ·-------·-·---···------~--·-·---~..---------------,.--•-n·--·---·•-··-----------,:__._,._,...,....,_ __ ,.. _____ ~• -.- .. -.,_.. ____ , .._.,_,,.._""." .. ':''''-'"'"_ .. ,,._ .. ,.,,.,.,..,..r,._, , .. .._--,~-~-•-.. ·~~~ ... ";,-·-:-;,-;-----·--•-••--,._.-.--- '\; 'l . ~~ ~ ..__... ........,.....,.._ ~---
1--------:--------- . -Theorem: The cylinder sets in <I>' form an -aJ..geb.r..a.. That is, 






· .:_~dStS\ iYPiP,~ .. :~:...· ... ;.r...:;/: . .-,)r.: . . ;-: .', .; ;.i .,·: .. ·.-. ::_,·,:,,-_:· .... .,.. , :(~, :·.}_-.:~_ .. -,_.t,: :.: -·~):_, •. ·1. ·.\ .• ::--,,._··.-:1 ··:·'.:~·~·~;~·~.:.·:~:...::. ·~ .... =_:·: .• '. .::-~~!·~· ·:·: .· .. _. ~ '-! .·.: .. ;\'·- • . ·-Mo· · ·· · ·- ,,,.. 
--" ........ ........ I' I~,-.. 
------------------~---~---:---
. ,v ,, . ...., 
Proof: (Z1 ): rr z.1 -= _('1'_1 ,A_) ,. =t.he"rt z1 = · t•·· - z1 --
N. 
( 'l'i' ~ '/'l'i - A) :;: . ('1'.J., A1 ) • 
(_z--1-· · z2 ): As i·n -t.he· ::r,ro·0f .. of .t.he last. the-or.·e?Jl,. :express 
be>th ·z1 and z2 _in terms of 9- c·ommon_ gener.ati~g subspace: 
Then Z -1 • 
--------· --
{z1 :z2): This follows from the f:trst results since 
.. ,~ ~ -v: 
z1 z2 =, (z.·1:· :z2_) 
. .-.,. 
We ar·e ·n·o·w prepared to d·e,fine ·weak dist.ributions in H. 
We shall .d--ef·:ine them only on the cylinder s·ets now, but i.-t 




. . -..,:.:..:_.__ . Definit.ion-: Let µ b.e- a. ·r:e:al va:it1e.d fµnc.tion defined on t.h.e 
~ • .. ,·. ·j/ .. 
\ 
class -o:·r· a.1:1 cylinder· sets in <P' whose b-ases -are Borel sets 
·in t '/''¥ 0 • Further assume th.at µ s.atisfies the ·following 
conditions: 
L -
-~----~--~-- ' ' '. ·.··: 
_....,-
---- ---------~· A. ( z) < 1, where Z i_§ ____ am ... cyT1nde~---iet -w-ith· 
~----- ~------------·---~---
---
-- ... --· - . -




B. µ (H} -=· 1 • 
C. · If Z 1; 1~1 z1 , where { z1, J is a pairwise disj o1nt 
$equence of'· c-ylinder sets with ···Bor·el bases and all havin.g the 
r , 
'' , J, ~ 
I .. ,· 
' 
' " . ·- ··--------- ___ ., __ ·- ·--- ~ "'·--·--·-- ,,·--------·---~---
. -generating·· subspacef; :tfie_ii ________ · --------
. . . 
co 
. . 
11 (Z.) :::: ~ µ ( Z- ) 
. , .t.. n 
-- --- n=l ----- ----- ---___ -_____ :------ M • 0. ' •• •, 0 
--'-~'----~-.. · .. c'..--- ..:;__ 
D. For .any - cyl·irider· s.et· . Z wit;h :a,9~e:.1 bas·.e 
µ (:z) =- irif.v (:U) 
where the infimum is taken over all open cylin_de·r s,e:ts -co·n--
, 
taining z- (i.e., having an open base). 
Because of the res.t:vi:ct.i.on in C t<t1a,t all the- s-e.t:·s_, Z . :· - . - ... n· 
hctve the same, base, a :Cy:l_inder set; :is .. h·Ot :8;. :mea-suz:y- in the 
usi1::a-l- sense·. However, µ leads quit:e: rj_atur:all.Y to a measure 
on. the Borel sets in the quotient sp~ce. J.t/1° for a given v. ,. 
I .. f .A is a Bore.l set in: -<P '/w. 0 , and: z _is th-e .c.-ylinder set w-i·th 
:g.efhe-.rati:ng $tlbspace 'Ye, and -ba·se .A--, d·:.efine 
x1'l'{A) :::: µ (Z) 
~ Then we have a :class of measures vq,;· eac,h o·f wh:i-,oih:, b·Y 'C:oh~ 
-~ 
dition D, satisfies 
_______ _ 
--~--~-----·--'-~--·------------
- ~ - ---------~--- --~ --- .--
-
..... 
where ·the infimum. i-S-----taken ever --ali-- -op--en---set's-~~~~!?:~ __ a..!!!.! .. rrg~,=--~--!·----=----- -~--.. ---··--·=····: ....... a; ---··--..--··~-··-••·--"·~--------~-~-·- _S_......... ..... ~ ............... - •• _._._ ... ___ ' -- ' .... -... -·--··-•-"' ______ ,, ..... -~ ................... ..._....:. .• ___ 
- ---......--·••-•~~--··~-----... ---..-, ... --·"l"'--'--·••--M••••• ... --:"6&,o._'J'_'}-'r'<Crl7-"'•0•-••-•'4'• .--, 
'• 
< 
Suppose a cyli~der set.i is represented in two ways, 
-
------ ----
It follows that 






4 · .. 
" ' ' . 
. . . ' .' .:·,. ' , .. 
·-------------~---- ·-
. -··----· ---.. -- ··-·----------------·· ·.------- . ' ------- . . . . 
··--, __ , ____ ,:: ....... · .. --· ·._. ·-·-·-··-'.-------,j'-_(".- - .' .. ·--·--- ~---'---.-: ---·-: ' 
' ( .. 
' .. 
. v ( A: ) ( .. ·= µ : ( ZJ ) = v f (A:,--} 
'l' l ... · V .. ·2. l · .. . ·2 . 
• -. '-, . .,,. ·;-l/ . ' 
. ' 
• '"-l" • 
. Theref'o.re · .t;h:e measures ·on .t.h.e· ·:quot.1·e.nt Sp:·aces· ·are. i.nter.related, 
~---'----~a--nd---one--e-annG-t- ex.p-~tfla-t. :t.~JJ-e-I!se-o_:f _._ t.be·· si-tuat .. ion ... ~ab_oy_e __ .~-





.there is a cylinder set measure in 4>' from .,which they are _ ge-
,, ....... 
rived in the manner just described. 
It. is -tmportant for ·our discussion of Gaussian measures to 
know_just when such measu~es are derived from a cylinder set 
measure. We shall obtain this very important result in the 
following theorem, which we shall refer to as the compatibility 
, 
theorem, for it tells when the meaa:ures · are ·-... closely enough 
interrelated to come from ,a we~k distribution. 
- Theorem: If { v'l'(A) · } are measures on tn_e qu_otient spaces 
t 1-/v 0 - sati-sfying· t-h·e regularity· c-o'ndi:tion· 
v'l'(.A.) = inf.v(U) 
then a necess.ary and sufficient condition that they are de-
--------~-~---···---i:;y_e_d ___ ~ro_~----a- cylinder set --~~-9-~-~r-~ __ µ __ in ___ <P __ '_ t_s ___ th_~ __ f olJ.9_wing: _ -----·----
... 
----------Let T be the natural ·mapping which maps tfie_c-oEsets·--c,f---~-, /'11 2 - -
-
to the cosets in <P., /'1'1 which contain them. 
Then ·----------- -------------- ----------- ---·-··---------'- --· --·-- -------------- -- ------------ --- - -
v'l' tAi 
1 
" t . 1 = v . T- (A)-· r--· ---.~---. 
'1'2 












' ' 1 - - - -- •• , •• - ,. .•• ----· • .. • • - • • . • • • • ' 
. ' '• I,.· ' ' --=------·--:- ----- .. , ' ' ' . -- -~- •. - - .. ' • ·- • • . -. ',',.•, -•: -~>--. Jc - " :. - -- •···· •. ·: '·-· --•' '• - .·._· __ •·· ·;---'- ···-·· • • ;_; __ :, _. ..... •·r- ' --- ·•· :-- -- • -··· "• " .. ;·.,,.,:.,. -•- ··•··•-'-"~,~- --• -- •• ' • .:. - . - . ' ---·· 
. . . 
Proof: If· Z can be represe.nt.ed with .generati~g subspace·~ 
w1 and. '1' 2 , with base A in t'/'l'}., then the base in t'/'1'2 must 
· . be T-1 A ·by results aboVe. · If the: measures· { vW· } are derived-
from a cy lind~ r -~s-e-t-~me-a-st1.~r-e~~1m~_~_ fl-_ .-. _-. _ ---~--_ -_ -__ -_ -_ -_____ -,-__ - __ .. -.----------··=-----.-----'-----,.----_._-_--=-------- .-
··- -~------- ---- --
where A1 and A2 are the respective base:S:·•:. .81-nc.e A is A· and ·l 
T-1A 1s A2 , the condJtion follows. , 
To pro~e :the condition is also sufficient, define 
µ = CZ ) =· V 'l' ( A}' z = { q,P ;:A J • 
• 'l ". 
··r·r· tQe condition. h-o.;l·dsj "t-his defin-iti·on. ts: uni_q-ue, t·:hat is, in-
:<4e·p.endent of the r.epresentation of Z • Mo·r:eove_r, th·e. conditions 
f.or a cylinder set measure are ea.stly ·s·een to be ·.sat-isfied by 
µ ,_ ah.d the measur:e.s. 'V'l' are in fac·t aubo.rdin.ate to:µ · in the 
sen-se dis:c(lssed ci_bo.ve. 
Because of this theorem, we see that the cylinder·set· 
measures are really only families of B0~e·1 measures. (This 
\ 
--- --. --·· ----·- ···~- -- --
fact is analogous to the fact that a uniformity for a topology 
is really only a collection of pseudometrics). The measures 
· theorem, h¢reafter referred to as t-he compatibility condition. 
---- ------------·---
We conclude our discussion of cylinder set measures with 
-----··· .. ···-------------- -a-, brie·r· presentation of induced cylinder set measures. Sup-
.. 
pose we are given a mapping A according t.o the following 
-10-
" - ----:-- -: ,-~--;----........ ':'' .. -.. -,--,- .. ~. - ..... 
' . · ... ,;'.', ;' •. •. ' 
'; ., ·,.,_,,·:..·.- ,,; .· .. ;,;·.,.· .. _.._.,_,_ ... .:..,: _ __.:._·~·; •• .......- ..... ·-.. ~~:.,:.:.·....:__;__1,...·,.:,,;..-..... .:._~.:.~~,.._...,ttl ,,_,..r., b·.; · · .. ,;,· •. , ·: •.. , 
• ' ... ---· ··-····;,.. • ....,.,,~, ........ --....... ____... .••• - ·-·'"···-< ... 
I , 
-- -·- ·------- --·--·-- -----·-·· . ,, 






--------·-· --·-' --~-·::· .. - • .. ·· - .. ,--~~ · .. ,· .~- ·.· :~.-------;-.-....,.,.--+- -· __ ··_.;_·' -~ -___ _______.,_ ____________ · . ...-... - ... ' .. '-------. -·~---·---·-. ______ , ..... ··. -·-·--- ···--·-·-··- -l . 
diagram: 
... .,_ ... t" 
: '~ 
---- ------ ---· 
,- ----~ ·--
- - - . ·-----·------
. t2 Al. ~i 
i. 
-~:l 
Here A' is the adjo~nt: of A, and satisfies 
{'. A ,, :F , <I> ) = ( F , A <P ) 
for all +~12 and FEti· 
in ~2. 
We- .s·h-a'll use- A ·to· indutre: ·a tne'asure· 
. ; ' .. - - . . . 
PJ < ~ 1 are finite dimensio'hal and A maps '¥ 2. 1.f:ito P1, . then 
,_-T·., _:.-'l' __ --_·01_.- -~ '¥
0
_2, ·_. For i·f:: :F·e:\{/ 0 . ~fh·e··n A11·e:·'I',. for ·e_ 'a_·-_ c_ h .. - .1_1• ._ e_ q,;_2--__ •. There~. 1. ' · · · · · ... 'f' ... · l · "' 
foJ1e (A'F,lJJ) (F,AtlJ) = o for ea:d:h -~:~.'1/2:··· Tha-t is:, .A'.Fe::'l'~ •• -
No,·w· ·1-.e.t T 1 be a mapping front ·-t::he qµo,t.i_e·n:t s.1:>.a-~_e._ <Pi('l'-1 to 
the quot:1.,ent space ~ 2/'¥2: 
T·.: ·F·+·'¥ 01_ .-- -+ 'T ':F-+ qr9. ... ·2;_: 
B::Y it'h·e :1.a.s·t result, the mapping does not depend on th:e F 









___________________ ~ .- -11sed-. .t0-.. characteri-&-e~ the- -eeset. '---------~-----------~------------------ -----------~- .. -------- ----~---
-·-- ·- ·- - . - -- - . -- -- --- --- . -- -- ---------- - - -









- - ------- --- ···~· ·- .. ~- - '.""" 
.. 
Let µ be a given weak distribution in <Pi._~---~e~-----· _J'.y_.. 
_ ._·.~-- -~ .. ___ ...... _____________ : __ _ 
. -- - - -- ·- ·--. - - -- -- --- - -




, 62. =--t-T 2. JA2. f , · Wr±te---_. -·----- _ _: - - - -- · ---··--·_--·-····- ·-·-·\? ...... ·- ·-~- ... __ ........ ··~·.:,--' ..... --------·----·;· . 
.. -~ .-, --··. -·· .. '·- . __ -~---------·-·-- .. - .. 









-CZ· ) 2 -
.. 
J.1 J.( z l) 
~r----------.. ~ .. _-_ --.------ .. ----- __ . - ---------·-- -------·-- - ------------- ---··- ------
.,_ 
.--.-... ·--·-·.-·--. ---.....,----·---·-




















.. -··--·· •---· - ..... ___ .., .. , ._ ·-··~ ·-···: --····-.--·· -- ..... -·-··----···· -···-·- ,-.--... --- ····----- ---·-- ·--···-- ---··· .. ---· ..• _, __ ,, ___ .. ·- -- -
. . - . -- ---
'/ 
____ _, --------
----- --- ,__. __ --- -
-·--·-- --------~-----,-----~--c-------,--, _. ___ ;__ · ____ . -.. ---- ---'·:. - -- - -- ·----- - • ---t ~ ----· - - ... - - ~-- -
fl ------·--~ r ---
-·-
- -· 
------··- ~~~ -----------~ --
' ' 
• 
___ , _ _ .-_ _ I.I ~ GAUSSIAN MEA:s-URE 
. . .. ·.~ 
.. . 
. As an_ example of cyt-i~nder set mea·s·ur-e., we -s·hall consider 
. -· ··-···· ---·······-· .,. .. _,:----··--------····------·~---- .·---,-,--.,.....--------:~----.-.---~,-Gaus S ian measure.· This example has the advantage of having 
propertiEfs ·which are typical of general weak distributions 
while it is sp.ec·1a1 enough to analyze in detail. 
A.s- be·f_:·Pl~-¢-'.,. 1.-et .. -.H be the dual of <I>. Let Q d·e:n.ote an 
,---i·nner product :on. ~-. We- are not assuming that Q generates.: 
the topology· ot ,, but that Q is any positive definite 
quaar·ati-c ·rq·~rr.r. In· particular, <I> ne.ed not be -a Hilbert 
sp-ace. lJ:ow- let- -'i': be- any .finit.~ d-imensiona·I subspace of 4>. 
·The: .fi:··r·st s·t;ep 1'is t··o d:eJ~i,n·e:-_ G~l).ssian measure µ on 'l' b.y the 
.e-q,uat.i.·o_·_n 
\ ·( ·x· _ ) .1. J- __ ·e .. :-~ l,/i2:: ,.(-x . .,, x :) a .. ·.x .. _-·. 
· ·· · - " 1 · - -=··· ( 
2 
lf ) n/2 x · · 
where d indic'a:tes· the_ ,:leb.e..·sq1J.e ·me.asu'11e: on 'l' from the .ir1ne:r 
p:roduct Q. ·T·his 'measur~ i-,s de.f.ined, ·in terms of an· orth.o-
normal bas_i_~ ___ bl__ _______ ~--- ---------------- __ _ 
. f F(x)d~ = _f -~~-~l' .. _··;Xn). dxl ... _q.-~n· 
_ _. ---- .... ----··--------·------ ---- -- -·- -- . 
·. 
through some other orthonormal basis, the integral undergoes 
·, a change of 
µ l(X) 
variable, the new measure 
1 
-2(x ,x) 






.. ·.,. ,-,_ .·,·'~:,: ~~~flV~~~·~i~~~~.d~~...,*1~¢7.'\_",:-•\':.'~·:,·.: ''/L-'.'".·,..·.-: .. ;,;-~·':t1J:c:;i,,,'.;.·,. __ •. , .. ,-,,...,-,l"'•--·,,. ... ,_ •. ,.'. ..... ,.~,.;,·~-~ .... a, -.,. « .• ~ -
.. , 
• • ••--·-••-•••.....----···-·· -- _______ ___, ________ ..:..• __ ~-· --------------··--·---:....N.--~.·-:-~- --- -·• •- .---~---- • ---- ------------ --- . - . . ... -·-
-~. - - ~ ____ ....., ______ ' 
. ' .. '( ' 
' ·-·~·--·L--· ... - ... • • -, J 
................. where u is a unitary .operatOr., .. Le~,-det_U::::..•o, and . .d:fC.1s-·-.~".'-.· 
- -- ·-·· ····- - .·(,_-:- - -
'. 
-~ 
lnte_gration with re~pect to this qasis. : ~ince: a1x .· 
taet U[ dx, the .integral is unchanged. Therefore the 
. _ ... ___ .,. __ ,._.,_ _______ . __________ ,....,. _______ :...-----·..-'---~--·-·-"'-h-•··.·-:·-···'------·-·------~-·---· ·-·~ ~ . . .. . . - ........ · .. --------···,·----~--··----__.:.-.~"'__:__~-.. '···--·------ '. 
. - ~-- ' .. -
.. 
definition is unique for brthonormal ba~e.s~ 
From the measure A '¥ we shall d.efine measures µ. ,,·" on 
- _:...•. -_ ···,;~.-.,.;,.. - - ··-. 
'l ··the spaces <I>' /'1' 0 • By the Riez representation the:orern,. 'If'- ~ 
-i.·s isomorphic to '1'. And, since our assµmptio,n of l·ocal 
,c:onvexity is still in ef'fect, we: ,kri·ow that 'I'' is -isomorphic 
S • U/' +.;.+-_ . : . :'lt ., ":r· :cp ''/ ql.0 
• ... 
to form A ~ekk dt&tribut~on irt •.. 
ex·ists., 
· where µ is a ·cylin.de·r se.t: mea-s:ure: on :H·. 
' To show that µ is well-defined as a cylinder set measure, 
. •- ----··--· .. 
_ _ . . . . . . .. ~- "'··---~.it,_,.,.~4.f.J~ .. i~_Q_J~J? ... ..,J~ __ Q __ , ___ p_I?l)Jl.e. .... ::~_tnat __ .the_~- .c.o.mp:a:t.i.b,i-1 .. i .. ty· .. --. .C-G-r:1-(1-i -t-i-GH---·-·:l:·S--··-----·-----·· --~ ·-····-·-·-:·---·-·· - · · 4--~=-l ..... ~ ...... 4.·'-~·-·---·~--·--·-.":'"'-:""'·--~- -. ,• . .,.. 
valid for the· measures µ 'l'. To do this we first prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma: 
I ' •\I , . 
,• 





































. ._. __ - . "=•-
._._ .... 
____-___:..~~~--:-:· ·-~-. -. ' .. -.. -. -----. ~--.;,---- . 
• • ••.• 1, .•• , ' :. ..J -·· - ' -
_______________________ -_.r .. espec-tivel:ir_ -the--Gau-s-si-an--measures in x- - ana-·x- defined b·y·'._· ··- -- --·--- - ------- -. J · n m - .· · 
.. -- - - .- . - - - - --~ 
- - - -__ - -
_· __ .:. 
- ·- ·- - - -· -
-










-Q. · · Le·t P d"en·o.te;_; the -·o·rthogonal projection of X · on Xm .. 
. n 
' - --- ..... - ':"·-:;:--:- :;;- - . . .. -:-_ 






( ) [ -1 ( ) J µ .. ·x · =· µ ... P 1--~.-x. ·_·_ -~-
-m · - n· · _,.. 
. . Proof: X :;:: x .. t: X . . • If ·x-E'X- _ -,- wr-it·=e .n m · n.-m -
--·· n · · --- · 'x = x 'x mr_n-m 
where xm, xn .... rn :be.lo_n_g ·to Xm-'- X · r.e·spe,9t'i:vely •~- Then n.-m 
·Q· __ - ,(. X ( _I..)- X: ( 2)·-_)-- =· -·Q· -(_ X ( l .. ) . X (-~ )· '·). -+ (]C(_.l) X_.( ·2 ) ·), · ·· -· · ' -·- -__ · - m ~. · --m - -· -n ' · :n 
an.d. d;~ i:n. :x_.p -i.~ ~rx1 Q.;X-2 , --tJt_e product of t __ h-·e ::di_f'·f:eren-t_i··als 
f . L b •. - x· d X mh .. ··· '• .. _P- ,-._l:_(-----__ --X ) __ -_-:or e esque :rnea-s.ure .1n -.1 ·an 2 • .i. ·en, _u-s:1.n.g = 
XffiX , n-m: 
. . ...;;.-1 _. ·. ·.·· .. 
_µ·_ [_P · -(-X·}]: 
--·n-· -- . ._ . . 
:_l 
=; -.-. -
·c-. ··2·· -.):,rt-1·2 
. .. 7T . 
; - . "'.-. ~ . 
lnc )· 
-~ x,x . f .. -:e dx 







- . :::::.f'l_-_1_2--. __ --__ ---•. (·. • __ X· ·_ ·1-- :-·_,--_._·x_·_··,_l· .. = ). _: - . . l (. ·. ). ~
-~~-- :·x 2 ,:Jt2 . __ -- -.. --. i:;: J e · · · d x J I e · · · -· =d x· ·: •. ---_ - -n/·2 x· : - · .-· i -x- · -
-··· 2 f 21r-) > · · · · 
.· ---. · ,n-m 
.,. 
+( (n-m)) 2] 






1 _: --x J-:00 2 e dx 12-; 
- 15 -























.. .. -····-----·1-,· . 
. " 
- - - __ -:_ - ' ~.., 
", 
·,,.-4 
' . . , .. ~" --·-·· -··· ..•. . . ,_ I 
~~.. ' 
- . __________ .. _________ .. --~--. --· -· __ .,, __ .... ---·- ---
. . . 
-.....----..,..----,- --------:---· -·--. --------------
-·----- ---- - -
--·-- . 
. . .... ···-·----- --- - ----· 
.Therefore 
1 . . . . ' 
, -1 . · . 1-- ----- -------- -~~( x_,_xL-. -- _ µ · [ P ·_ ex) ].· ~ = _ ~ .. · 1·2 Ix· e _ . , .- . dx . = µ -; (X) , - -- : . . :. . ___ -. -___ .... ___ n.. ( 2 '1T ) n m . ....... - -· .... ,. ..c - .- -- -~--·'" - : .... 
' I 
:~. 
--:-a:na-·th--e. p1>oor ·1s comp·rete. ··· · 
.. 
·1,1.· 
p·to·o:f~ of Theorem: To prove COIDJJ>B._ .. t,1:b'i:-l1t:y we show that 
µ ,11 ( X) = JJ 111 [T-l ( X}:], X •< 4> 1 /111°.1_ ·_.-· ~: Tl r:2:, 
,\l· •. ,~I 
.. 
We· 
write t·:his in .. the f or,m. 
. .. ··- ... ·. '. ,• . .. 
.•· 
J. 
Setting .. ·I y, ·=· S.- .. (/X .• )·: · 
. . . ... : . ' 
·-
.. . -1 : .. X .... .. ·CY)·. - = ;11: . [ .. P1·. · .· {YO).] • lU ··· · ·\fl. '.·. · 'T .. l . T·2·.. ·.·.. . ... 
--------------

























----·--·--·-- - -·-···--··-----·--···-· - .......... 
--- ------------·-······-- - -----····-··-··-·-.. -----··---------·-- -
=.::=~~:::~==-~::--=..-=.Kere~-:P~ .. i.S:::th~ --prO~E}G~~?:rt: (;}~·=_!2 .... ~nt~~::.!1:.: .:= !_~~ ..•. -~!2:~=s..:.~!1:>~~:~_(:5::_~~~_rr···-----~~~~----:,-.~:--.-:~•~-·-··:-·.:· 
-1 -1 be seen in the following diag~ams which show· how s2 T s1 ---··- ----·--------·· --·····-----




- -------~ -------- . - - :-~ -----·- --- - ···-------·-·--·- -~---- ·- ~ ... . . ' -- .. 
. ' 
cp ~ s cp + '119 p) q,o 
-1) 0 S2 2· 2 1 ' s1 
-· -:-::--
~-- ,,_. -. ---~--- ------ -- -- ..• -h. ---- •. -- . ----- -
complement of The proof is 
complete . 
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'I 
r-
-·--·-··---------- ·-·-··-· ··---·-------------------··---- ·-··-- - -
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·------- .... 
...... ---···-·-··v-.. --
___ ...,.·!_.,.::__ _________ ~-· ... ---- ...... ----- --------------- ..--.----.-- . 
_ •• ,,.. ..... 1,~n,t1,1'KILll&--O~Oft, .. O .. _ .... ,_._,.,.,., • ....._ ...... :.·-·~- , __________ ,., __ :.'• ,...- ... ,-, .. .-,_,_'!"""-": ,e_".. • - ·-' ~:... __ __. ______ .:::-. ___ ~--•-•-•-•- •--~-=--.--·--•-·-------------- • -·---·-• ---- -• -· •- - "• 
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A self-adjoint mapping form H to His said to be a 
Hilbert-Schmidt mapping lf: ___ ·:i_t_~ _ ~i,genvalue.s.A ·--- -s-atisfy ~-: ·-,-----,,-- .. ----------------------0-----' --· --------- .. --- -- ···---·--· ... . 1 
' ' 2 I Ai < QC>. ... 
We shall be interested in Ga.u·ssian measures o:f a certain 
kind-those induced by Hilbert-Schmidt mappings. The way 
.. . "' 
.• 
.J in which the measure ·is induced is that explained at the en4---
: ... . ' 
of chapter I. We s'l:ial.l al-so_··re·strict atten-tion t.o .such 
Th·e: fir$·t r:esu:lt -Unde .. r 'these hypotheses is. quoted from 
Ge-lfand and. Yile·nk:in. rt ·is .. the important fact that the 
,we·ak di·s-tribution cart ·be. ,exten·ded to be a measure in ·th'.e 
----- - . ·-- ·- -c--lls .. ual_ sen s.e: .... -.... --· . 
T·ri:~o·rem::: If µ. :is the Gau.ss:·ian measur.e in a :Htlb.e·rt sp:aee 
Jl wh.ich 1·s de-fined by th-e scalar pro.du',ct {.$, ~) ~n H (·the 
:scalar product w·hf ch is basic to the Hilbert-space 
structure), and A if3- -~ iji.l_9~rt~Schmidt mapping of H . inte. · · 
- . - .. ' ' . -.... -- --~ --~ . . . . 
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We shall not reproduce the _____ l_~ngthy _pr_9o_f _____ o__f ___ t.his .. 
... ·~-- -- -·-·-····-·--.. ·-·· -· ............... ,----·- ,-
•--------th-ih~ettor~em~.-Nor will it be mentioned explicitly later. It.··s'. 
implicit use js the justification of talking about Gaussian 
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· The next result will ~nable us to make adtu~l cileu-
-- -- - -------- ---- ___ __.___._.,h .. ---·- --- • - - - -- . -
. . 
. . -.. ~ ·- . . . . 
. ' 
·- .- .. ------ .. 
· lations under the assumptions presente'ci. above. · Let · a1 ,, :•_ .· .... 
be the eigenvectors and A 1 , ••• be . the eigenvalues of A • 
-- - --·- --
- ·--
- . -- -- - -
We . Qenote by · {x1 ,. . x0 } . the components of ariy vector x 
with respect to.the linearly independent set {a1 _,~··,anl· 
After these p·reliminary remarks, we may d-eri ve -an expres-sion 
_forµ (X). 
_ ---·--.-- __ On ~a ·fin·ite dim~n~ional ~ubspa~~- the measure i_s- a·efined 
-~: .. ··by .. 
1 . ... . -~(xix) 
= .. /2 f x- :e: ,dx: 
--.c···2··_.·).·n _ .. -.·. . . 
.. . . ·.·7r . . . ·. 
where Q is so.me :in.ner product ·on H. We will show that ·our 
assumptions le~d t·o a special expression for Q. Sinc-e· lt. . 
. ___ :ts_ induced ____ b_~: A ___ @q.µ_e>_,_.--We---bav-€1---- -- ------- --- - -
µ CX} = µ 9 (A-1X), 
µ (-X) 
- - - - -- - -- ~ --·------------------- .. - - - - ~- - -·- - - - - - -- -- - - - --
inner product in H. Assume further· that Xis the finite 
- 19 - ·.• 
-. 
\;', ••.• J 
.. ~.,,_. __ ' 
··- ··~···-'·"·----··-·-- •··. ~·-··· ,, ·-·~---·-·- .. ···-··--····-.-.. -- .. ·--·-- ..... : ........ ~ ••. -····----·,•··.•-,, ·· .. •· ,,,. ... ,,--~--·.r'.-,.,, .. 
' I '• • ..,, . ' '. ' 
., 
, I 
I ' ' 
_,,, 
' . . . 
··- ---· ·-------------·-··--...---- '-----·:---
. . ~-. 
dimensional subspace·generated by the -first n eigenvectors. 
and 
.n, x1 :n= x. (A-Ix, A-1x) = (i=·r.l Ai (l.i:. '· I l a.) 
.: -·i- Ai l 1= 
This yie.·:l.cts-
' .. ~ 
2 b.: x·. 
' ,- l I · 2 
i=l A ... 
. . '' l 
·., 
·a. x- .. .-. -·- . ·d-x··: , 
. ··- ----- ··1-.·-, ---- .• , .. ' , .. ,c ... : ·-n-, 
------=----=-----:.--'---'--'--"----'-------de:t ___ A __ :=: __ IL_4, .:t_ ~-
~ 
we obtain the final expre·ssion::· 
~:-'--'--'. 
t'."'' ~
- - -- -- - ------------ -- - -- -- ---- ---.- ------------ ----- ----- - -- - ---- --- --·· --------- ---··--··· ---···-····-~-~ ·~. 
--------.,1-" ---- -.·n-· .. -  _· ·---- "x·--.--=-.21-~-:-···~·---· --· .. ______ ~--·- ·-------- ·.-, - - - - .. ------,·-,---_ - - -- --j-1 
_,.. - --.. -- --- ---- ----. -- ---------- -- .. ___ ----------·····. ... .. . . -2 l f i -x2-- - - - - - - - ---~-------- --- -- ! 
--~--- ~----~~- - . µ (X) ·= ! __ rr------J-:<»-mf-:..,_ e - --=-:-i -<i*1•• ,---dxn - --- -
=====~=~--~~=~~~j~-~:~-~~~~-~~~;-~-=--· --~~;; . -'----·--.·--···-----·--·. ··. ---·--· ... -
For sets not in finite dimensional subsets, the measure 
,. ' 
·----=-----:--:,--·-"·----·-.. ------·---·- ·--is computed from this by taking a li~it as 
• -- ~---1'.. 
- -·- -- - -
--------- --
~'(\· 
- ~- .. v ...... 
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. This formula may be used for calcula-ting · integral-·s ~--
For example, if. 
- . ··-· .. - \ 
f ( x ) = f ( x 1 , . . . , xn ) 
is.a function on the finite dimensional "eigenspace" 
spanned by {a1 , ... , an}, then, if dgx denotes Gaussian 
integration, 
~ -~-~F-rom- now -nn--W-e- --shaLl~-deal with- co·mp·lez~ather~· than-~-_-------~-
_real Hilbert spaces. This modificati.on will play :a very 
.important part .i-n the main resu.·It~ ~- Then 
T:tt:e. r.,esu/lt then takes the for.rn 
r 
1 .· lzil 2 
-.2· I · 2 
l ... 
. . 1. 
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IV. THE CLASS L2_(A) ... ·1 .. 'I 
.In this section we shall formulat~ precisely the 
r~Sult we seek. We begin by defining a class of functionals 
on H for which we will prove pointwise convergence prop-
erties. We call this class L2(A). It is the set of all 
functionals on R which satisfy the following conditions. 
.1. Weak analyticity. f(_z·,) = f(~ 1 , z2 , ... ) is an analytic· 
function of z. for i=l,2~.~~. The coordinates are with l •-' 
-resp-eet to ei-genvectors of A. To be precise :we may call 
u 
this ~ondition A-weak analyticity. 
2. Square integrability. 
J 1r r2 d x < 00 g 
___ .. 
- ·-·--- -.-· -
--.3'.~.,- .. ·Let -nNx repr:e-sent. t.he. prO::j·e.c:t·icH1 of x: o.ri t·he· .fi..t~-t- n 
·c'.oordinates. Fo_r ·ar1y z-.-.. a.rtd. a ·1n .H,.. 
lim· 
:N-+oo. 1•1[ (:1.-:n· .) z + :Aa] + F( Aa) . . - ..... N 
-----------------------
·Th·:e ititegral in. c.o-nclit:1on 2 defines a norm on H. We 
. t1s.:e tne notation 
-
- -- . -·-- ---·- .. - -·-· -- - -- ---- -----·--·- .. -~·--· ---·-····- -·---·------L-&....:.•~-----
-· 
! --·-----------·--·-·-----·~---- ---- ~---·--·- ~~--·--~--~-........ ---·'--·----·-- - -·· . ----- - . ···--- --·-- - -
i 
'. 
·--The--ba-s±-c q-ue st ton-·rs wh-en-th1-s----norm~---i-s-··-conn e ct ed ·in 
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- ··-···--- .. -~·--:-·---~·-··.-··"·------:- . 
- :·' .- . ' .. 
-· --··-"··--· ' 
. - .... ·-
.. ·-·-· -• --
I) 
_ -=~-.L.~ .. ··•llfnl lg+ o,. for what.po-ints_x_.does fn(x) ·- ~ , ... -~ O? . If we - · 
•' - ~ 
-------
-------·-----·· .· -----···· - - ·--·---·---- ... 
1 
• • " consider the orthonormal set of products of powers (witb_ 
the prop~r normali-zing coefficients) we m~y discuss Fourier· 
series in its completion in L2 (A), where ·the series converges 
~~-
in the norm sense. Notice that this series is identical 
to the polynomial or power series expansion of f(z). Th~se 






---- -----~---·--- --~~-- ---------~~ --~-------"'1'"---~- -
-----
The series thus obtain~d will conve~ge bn a set in Hin 
the pointwise sertse if 1) it- .-i.s norm conv·er·g,e-nt ahd 
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. V. · EXAMPLE 
The purpo~e of this example is to find what kind of 
.'- --··-· -·· 
p·oi·ntwi.se ·co-nvergence we can look for~ For square integr_~----- __ _ 
-
ble analytic functions on domains in the plane, we have 
uniform convergence on the compact subsets. Our result 
will depend vitally on the nature of the inducing operator 
A. In the case of a linear operator a calculation like 
the one below shows that if the Gaussi~n norm of a _sequence 
of functionals tend to O, then the regular norm of AF tends 
n 
to O. We shall obtain a similar result for the class of 
polynomials of a given degree. 
-. ·N· Let (P) be a sequence of p-0lynom1ai~ of degree .m 
{ a1· · i • • .• ., a J . n, . S~·ch a pol-ynomial has t·h.e 
form 
·m 
.P(xi) ·= I' 
i l ' 11' . • • i·n.= 0 
,, i.l 
·A.· • Zl: ' •.•.• 
.. 
11 ·• •: · ]~h, 
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-· - PN(x) -+ P(x) ~niformly on certain sets in H. Letting ' 1 
defined on the whole space, rather than 9nly on span 
{al, ... , an}. 
- ·24· ~ 
~-- ~-------~~·-,----------- - - ~ -- . 
··~1 • .,.,. .. _ '--'· "--- --·-·-···---~ 
. •· ~ '"- .. . .- ' ·,-, - . 
;' . ' 0 
·-·- ... --.. ---·----~------· - --- .. ··-·- -----·~--------~--· 
_, ll J 
.. - - ... · 
Several assumptions may be made without loss of 
generality. First, we may obviously assume· only that 
' ' I 
.. 
I IP -I I + 0 and prove Pn(z) + O. Second, we deal only· n- g 
with homogeneous pol·ynomials, 
Ail ... i .. · 
. n. 
.i .. 
.. 'Il Z .... , 
,n ' 
·s:i.ntre ·1n· the more general discu.ssion the·. norm would reduce 
.. 
t·o sums of· norms of these, the cross terms vanishi-Rg by the 
($ 
orthogonality of po:w.ers. N:o-t:ice that· we ·are taking advantage 
of the fact that: H· .. is a ·comp.le.x Hilber·,t s,pace. 
We compute I IP I r!, First 
JP.(z) [2 =· . l 
-- -1---· T • -. -f- i · =rn · 1 n · 
I: 
J .. 1. + . ., +.J·· -.... =trf ... ·.· n . . . . . 
. . -~·.· . ·• 
:L J' ..L J· 
·-·1 --.·.:1.•· z .. ·.· .... n .. · ... - .. ·:·n.·. z· .. 1-__ ._, z1 ·.. .. .. z.· . · ,. c.. ·· ·n ··11 · 
. Th_er_e f-o~e -----·. -
··~· 
·A.- .• 
. 11.··. , .••.. ., . 1 
. .. . ···n· . . .. 
.A.. .. .. . • 
- · J l :, ·• · ·, J: n. 
11 p 11 2 = . . •. 1 .· ·2· f <Xi • • • f"' L L A . • A • . 
... ·· · . .. g. · ... ·:rr 2 ,r A·. ~ 00 ·- 00 · 1 ·1 ' · · 2 n J I ' · • ' J n 
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The int~gral inside the su·mmation s~gn if a product of in-
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i.1 f P 11 2 = I · I A . . :1 2 
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I zk I 2 .• 
A2 
k dxk dyk 
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Now if Pis replaced by a sequence P of polynomials, this n 
' 
.clearly shows that 11 P 11 -+O implies IP AZ J-+O. 
. n g . n Hence we· h·av-e-
' 
______ ---~Q_:t_ntwise convergence of .P on the r~n_ge of A. Moreover, this 
convergence is uniform .on images of spheres under A •. 
. -· 
.• 
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